
DSX-M55BT
Digital Media Receiver with Bluetooth

One-touch Bluetooth® Connection
Just touch backside of your phone to the  
volume knob for instant Bluetooth® pairing, 
connection/disconnection via NFC for hands-
free call and wireless audio Streaming

Be in control with Songpal™ 
Download SongPal™ for your smartphone 
and take control of your music collection. 
Simply connect over Bluetooth to enjoy voice 
control over basic head unit functions, as 
well as navigation and seamless access to 
all your favorite tracks, apps and more on 
your smartphone. The app can also be used 
to customize sound settings to ensure great 
balanced audio.

MEGA BASS & EQ5 Advanced
Feel the earth rumbling, deep and loud bass 
sound by MEGA BASS! It overcomes driving 
noise and reproduces clear punchy sound 
at any volume level that even comes with 
beat-pulsing illumination.  The latest version 
comes with the 2-mode boost steps, with an 
additional light boost setting. EQ5 Advanced 
is a 5-band/10-preset Graphic Equalizer 
that enables easy and effective frequency 
adjustment for in-car listening environment.

Dynamic Color Illuminator®

Match your radio’s illumination with over 
35,000 colors to complement your existing 
vehicle lighting components with the 
Dynamic Color Illuminator®. With selectable 
Sound Synchronization, the timing of the 
color change is synchronized with the audio 
source.

MTP/MSC Compatible USB Terminal
The new DSX series’ USB terminal supports 
MTP(Media Transform Protocol) in addition to 
MSC(Mass Storage Class) connection and is 
compatible with MP3/WMA/FLAC files.

UV and Water Resistant
UV Resistant front panel coating protects 
faceplate to help prevent discoloration from 
the sun. Conformal coated circuit boards 
protect the electronic assembly from
damage due to contamination, salt spray, 
moisture, fungus, dust and corrosion caused 
by harsh or extreme environments.

Siri Eyes Free Compatible (For iPhone)
With Siri Eyes Free feature, you can ask Siri 
to make calls, select and play music, hear 
and compose text messages, use Maps and 
get directions, read your notifications, find 
calendar information, add reminders, and 
more. It’s just another way Siri helps you get 
things done, even when you’re behind the 
wheel.


